Abstract-A visual servoing strategy for keeping features in the field of view is proposed which consists of a switching among position-based control strategies and backward motion. In the absence of uncertainty on the extrinsic parameters, all features are kept in the field of view. Moreover, if the intrinsic parameters are also known, the trajectory length is minimized in the rotational space and, for some cases, also minimized in the translational space. Simulation results also show a certain degree of robustness against uncertainty on the intrinsic parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
In eye-in-hand visual servoing systems, a control law is computed on the basis of the view of an object acquired by a vision system, usually one camera, mounted on a robot end effector (see, e.g., [1] and [2] ). As a consequence, a fundamental requirement on visual servoing algorithms is to keep the observed object in the field of view (FOV) during the robot control. However, this requirement is difficult to satisfy if a geometrical model of the object or the camera parameters are unknown.
In position-based visual servoing (PBVS) (see, e.g., [3] and [4] ), it is possible that points leave the FOV since the camera is controlled in the three-dimensional (3-D) space and no control is performed in the image domain. Although in image-based visual servoing (IBVS) (see, e.g., [5] - [7] ) the camera is controlled in the image domain, this problem can still be present and, moreover, local minima are present (see [8] ).
Recently, several approaches have been developed to deal with the image constraint. In [9] , a hybrid method based on the use of PBVS to control the rotation and IBVS to control the position of a reference point is proposed. In [10] , a hybrid method which controls the position of an ellipse in the image including all points is presented. In [11] and [12] , partitioning methods are used to steer the camera through decoupled control laws. In [13] , navigation functions are used based on the knowledge of a geometrical model of the object. Approaches based on the use of potential fields for repelling points from the image boundary have been also proposed, as in the partitioning method [14] and as in the path-planning technique [15] . In [16] is proposed for mobile robots which allows one to take into account image constraints. In [17] , a modified PBVS has been proposed which allows one to keep the object frame origin in the FOV. In [18] , a visual servoing invariant to the intrinsic parameters has been proposed which allows one to enlarge the FOV by decreasing the focal lengths. However, in most cases it is not guaranteed either that all points remain in the FOV or that the camera converges to the desired posture from any feasible initial one. In this paper, a new visual servoing approach for dealing with the FOV problem is proposed which consists of a switching among PBVS strategies and backward motion without requiring knowledge of the 3-D model of the object. Specifically, classical PBVS is used when all points lie in a subarea of the image. In the case that at least one point lies outside such a subarea, PBVS rotational control law, PBVS translational control law, or backward motion are selected based on image points' motion prediction and distance between points and image boundary.
In the absence of uncertainty of the extrinsic parameters, all features are kept in the FOV. Moreover, if the intrinsic parameters are also known, the trajectory length is minimized in the rotational space and, in some cases, including all of those in which no point goes out from the subarea, also minimized in the translational space. Simulation results also show a certain degree of robustness against uncertainty on the intrinsic parameters. Although at present a formal proof seems difficult to obtain, it is expected that the proposed strategy is globally convergent.
Some drawbacks are also present which restrict the applicability of the proposed strategy, specifically the presence of chattering and the possibility that the camera is excessively far from the object due to the backward motion.
II. NOTATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let I n denote the identity matrix n 2 n, 0 n the null vector n 2 1, e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 the column vectors of I 3 , kAk the known. Then, the goal is to steer the camera ensuring that all points are kept in the FOV and that the desired camera posture is reached for any feasible initial one. Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to remember that, by using point correspondences from two perspective views, it is possible to recover 1552-3098/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE the rotation r and the normalized translation t=ktk of the camera displacement (see, e.g., [19] and [20] ).
III. PROPOSED STRATEGY

A. Main Idea
The main idea of our strategy consists of realizing a switching visual servoing where a position-based control law is selected when all points lie inside the image, and some rotational or translational control laws are selected when at least one point lies on the image boundary in order to push such a point inside the image and to guarantee the final convergence. In particular, at any iteration 1 in which all points lie inside the image, the camera velocities are selected according to the following standard PBVS: 
Then, at any iteration in which at least one point lies on the image boundary, the camera velocities are selected as follows.
• If the points lying on the image boundary move inside the image by applying only the rotational control law in (1), then
• Otherwise, if the points lying on the image boundary move inside the image by applying only the translational control law in (1), then
• Otherwise, the camera is sent away from the observed object through a backward translational motion along the the optical axis by selecting 
where b 2 is a positive quantity.
Observe that, by selecting (5), we are always able to push inside the image any point that has reached the image boundary. Nevertheless, we restrict the selection of (5) as a last resort by verifying first if it is possible to push such points inside the image by selecting (3) and, second, if it is possible by selecting (4), 2 in order to avoid the backward motion that produces a longer trajectory in the translational space. This basic idea, however, cannot be directly implemented since it is not possible to guarantee that a point escaping from the FOV lies on the image boundary at an iteration before leaving the image. Moreover, the predicted direction along which the points move by selecting (3) or (4) depends on the available estimate of the intrinsic parameters, and, hence, the strategy would not be robust against calibration errors. 
B. Algorithm
First, in order to deal with the problem introduced by the time discretization, we define a band along the image boundary for detecting points escaping from the FOV. In fact, while it is not possible to guarantee that an escaping point lies on the image boundary at any iteration, it is possible to guarantee that such point lies in a sufficiently large band along the image boundary. Second, in order to achieve a larger robustness degree against uncertainties on the intrinsic parameters, we do not select (3) and (4) if at least one point is too close to the image boundary. Hence, we define a second band surrounded by the previously defined one and select (5) if at least one point lies on the outer band, while we eventually select (3) and (4) if no point lies on the outer band and at least one lies on the inner band. Fig. 1 shows the image partitioned in band A 2 (outer band), band A 1 (inner band), and main area A 0 .
In order to formally state the proposed strategy, let us define the following conditions:
• condition CR: any point lying outside A 0 initially moves toward A 0 by selecting (3); • condition CT: any point lying outside A0 initially moves toward A 0 by selecting (4).
(Conditions CR and CT can be easily checked from r and t=ktk as shown in [21] .) Then, let > 0 be any constant and let us introduce the algorithm states defined as follows:
• state S1: (all points lie inside A0) or (all points lie inside A0 [A1 and krk ); • state S2R: (S1 does not hold) and (all points lie inside A 0 [ A 1 ) and (condition CR holds) and (krk > ); • state S2T: (S1 and S2R do not hold) and (all points lie inside A 0 [ A 1 ) and (condition CT holds) and (krk > );
• state S3: S1, S2R, and S2T do not hold. Therefore, the proposed strategy consists of selecting, at any iteration, the camera velocities ! ! ! and v, as shown in Table I . Constant is used to ensure that the system does not stall in state S2R and can be freely selected.
C. Remarks
In order to correctly use the proposed strategy, the following assumptions have to be satisfied: 1) the thickness of band A 2 is not less than the maximum shift of any image point between two sampling instants (since visual servoing is generally realized as a discrete-time systems);
2) all points lie inside A 0 in the desired view. The first assumption ensures that no point lying in A1 at any sampling instant may lie outside the image at the next sampling instant, hence allowing the backward motion to keep all features in the FOV in the absence of uncertainty on the extrinsic parameters. The second assumption is used to guarantee that close to the desired posture no switch is generated, and hence, convergence can be achieved.
It is easy to verify that, in the absence of calibration errors, the trajectory length is minimized in the rotational space and, in some cases, including all of those in which no point goes out from A 0 , minimized also in the translational space.
At present, it is not completely clear whether global convergence is achieved due to the difficulty of obtaining a formal proof for the proposed strategy. However, no example falsifying the conjecture of global stability has been found yet.
It can be also shown that local stability, that is, convergence from sufficiently close initial camera postures, is guaranteed in the presence of sufficiently small calibration errors (the proof is based on the fact that the estimates of r, t and the points motion prediction used in establishing conditions CR and CT are continuous functions of the calibration errors).
Finally, some drawbacks are also present which restrict the applicability of the proposed approach, specifically the presence of chattering and the possibility that the camera is excessively far from the object due to the backward motion used to ensure the visibility constraint.
IV. RESULTS
In both simulation and experimental results, a configuration of n = 8
points is used to estimate the camera displacement through the essential matrix algorithm. The same quantities of (b)-(e) in the presence of uncertainty on the intrinsic parameters.
A. Simulations
The screen size is 3202200 pixels, bands the trajectory length in the rotational space is minimized. Observe that, in this case, the trajectory length is minimized also in the translational space as indicated by Fig. 2 (e), which shows that the camera center follows a straight line (that is, the algorithm never reaches state S3 corresponding to the backward motion). The algorithm state is S1 outside the interval F shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c), inside which state switches among S1, S2R, and S2T. Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 3(b) -(e) shows the results obtained in the absence of uncertainties. Contrary to Example 1, the algorithm this time reaches state S3, and hence, the backward motion is used to keep points in the FOV (in interval-F state switches among S1, S2R, S2T, and S3). This simulation has been carried out also in the presence of large uncertainties, specifically by using the wrong estimateK = [410; 0; 200; 0 290 130; 0; 0; 1] pixels. The results are shown in Fig.  3(f)-(i) . Fig. 4 (a) and (b) shows the robot manipulator (a six-degree-of-freedom industrial robot MITSUBISHI PA10) and the observed object used in the experiment carried out at the Ishikawa Hashimoto Laboratory. The screen size is 5052459 pixels, bands A 1 and A 2 have thicknesses equal to 5 and 12 pixels, respectively, = 0:1 rad, and the sampling time is 50 ms. The extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters are only approximately known. Fig. 4(c)-(f) shows the control velocities, the initial camera view, and the desired camera view with the points trajectory. Analogously to Example 2, the algorithm reaches state S3.
B. Experiments
V. CONCLUSION
A visual servoing strategy for dealing with the problem of keeping the observed points in the FOV has been proposed. The approach consists of a switching among PBVS strategies and backward motion without requiring knowledge of the 3-D model of the object. In the absence of uncertainty on the extrinsic parameters, all features are kept in the FOV. Moreover, if the intrinsic parameters are also known, the trajectory length is minimized in the rotational space and, for some cases, also minimized in the translational space. Simulation results have also shown a certain degree of robustness against uncertainty on the intrinsic parameters. Although at present a formal proof seems difficult to obtain, it is conjectured that the proposed strategy is globally convergent. Some drawbacks are also present which restrict the applicability of the proposed strategy, specifically the presence of chattering and the possibility that the camera is excessively far from the object due to the backward motion. Future work will be devoted to solving these problems.
